GOA TO PRESENT ITS TABLEAU AT R-DAY PARADE, NEW DELHI

Panaji, January 21, 2020

Magha 1, 1941

The Goa State as in the previous year’s this year too will present its tableau at the Republic Day Cultural Pageantry to be held in the National Capital, New Delhi on January 26, 2020.

The Goa Tableau under the theme “Seashore” will depict the Seashore of Goa along with biodiversity and livelihoods. The State Government has selected M/s. Vinayak Decorators as the agency for conceptualization, designing, fabrication and presentation of float. Last year the State had presented its tableau on Gandhi connect.

After the selection of design forwarded by the State Government to the Defence Ministry, a total of seven rounds of meetings were held in New Delhi before the design of Goa is selected by the Expert Committee under Defence Ministry. The design of Goa went through some changes/modifications, before it is shortlisted.

The work of fabrication of Goa’s Tableau commenced on January 3, 2020 at Rastiya Rangashala Camp, New Delhi where the floats of other participating States and Union Government Ministries selected by the Defence Ministry are being fabricated.

A team of 69 skilled manpower that includes carpenters, artisans, painters, fabricators and fine artists under the guidance of Shri Siddhesh Vinayak Dessai, Proprietor, M/s. Vinayak Decorators are working round the clock to ensure that the Goa Tableau is complete and ready in all respects before the full dress Rehearsal to be held at Rajpath in New Delhi on January 23, 2020. So far over 85% of the work of tableau has been completed.

The music for Goa Tableau is composed by well known musician/artist from Goa Shri Mukesh Ghatwal, whereas the dance choreography by Smt. Siddhi Dessai, Sonali Dessai and Swara S. Dessai. The highlight of the Goa Tableau will be the participation of two young artistes namely Miss Shanaya Dessai aged 5 years and Mast. Tanish Naik aged 3 years who perform live on the tableau when the Republic Day Parade will wend its way at Rajpath on January 26, 2020.
The performing artists will have participation of some reputed artists. These includes Mr. Virendra Naik, Mr. Satyawan Chawan, Mr. Atul Rane, Mr. Viraj and Vinayak Naik, Mr. Shaikh Hussain, Mr. Pravin Sabnis and Mr. Mukesh Gatwal.

It may be noted that Goa State is presenting its float in New Delhi for last many years on different themes and as per the guidelines issued by the Ministry of Defence. On many occasions Goa bagged first and second prize for its tableau. M/s. Vinayak Decorators is executing the work of fabrication of Goa Tableau for the second time. In the year 2017 the said agency had accomplished this work when Goa had presented its tableau in the national capital on the theme musical Heritage of Goa.

As part of the Bharat Parva Celebration Goa Tableau will be displayed infront of Red Fort, New Delhi till January 31, 2020 for public view.

As in the past Goa Tableau will be presented under the auspices of Department of Information and Publicity.
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